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I heard a comment last week that said “if we did not have tenants in buildings, we would not have IAQ 

problems!" I had to laugh. 

But since that's unlikely to occur anytime in the future, I choose to see it from a different perspective. 

In the “early days of IAQ,” seventy-percent of the problems we investigated were due to property 

management failures, while 30% were related to tenants.  That’s because in the early days of IAQ, 

property managers and engineers didn’t understand how important the simple things like air filters, 

HVAC maintenance, good custodial attention, outside air, or other maintenance and operations issues 

were to IAQ. 

Now, after having done this for 28 years, I have actually seen the numbers almost reversed.  It’s still the 

same 70% vs. 30%, but this time it appears that 70% of the problems are related to occupant issues 

while 30% are related to building management. 

I attribute this to the fact that building owners and managers have been “beat over the head" with indoor 

air quality issues a lot over recent years. As a result, maintenance and operations has improved, building 

custodial attention has improved, air filtration has improved, and the response when somebody does 

complain is taken more seriously. 

On the other hand, building occupants seem to expect more, spaces are more densely occupied, and 

there are more and more sources of contaminants present in tenant spaces than ever before. 

While I don't think that we will ever have a building without occupants (and if we did we would all be 

out of a job) I think this next phase requires educating building occupants on the impact that they can 

have on indoor air quality. 

Good indoor air quality in buildings is a shared responsibility! And just as the building owner and 

manager hold certain responsibilities, so do the occupants of the building. The sooner they recognize 

that, the more likely they will be to have consistently good indoor air quality. 

The preceding comments are solely the opinions of the author and do not necessarily represent the views 

of ACAC.  
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IAQ – The Accidental Terrarium 
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Most of the reactive IAQ projects we work on are in response to someone complaining about IAQ.  

When that occurs (in addition to speaking with the complainant) we look at air handler units for the 

complaint area.  We have learned over the years, that a failure in one or another aspect of AHU 

maintenance, can often generate the contaminants causing problems. 

Early on in my career, I stuck my head into a poorly maintained air handler unit to do an inspection.  My 

flashlight showed me a colorful and fuzzy indoor environment … and my sinuses told me to get out!  

Too late!  I have never known what I breathed, but I learned a good lesson.  (Always let someone else 

look into the AHU first!) 

Today, to complete our review of the air handlers, we turn the unit off and open access doors.  Some of 

the components we look at include the following: 

Fan assembly – while the fan housing can be clean, often times the fan blades will not be.  On the other 

hand, if either the blades or the housing are dirty, they can be a source of excess particles in the indoor 

air. 

Coil surfaces – Dust and dirt that make it past the filter system will often become impacted on the coil.  

In many cases, this is seen as a black or slimy discoloration on the surface of the coil.  This is often a 

bacteria that should not be there. 

Drain pans – Condensate drain pans are also an occasional concern.  If the pans are not draining 

properly, water will sit in one spot and stagnate. This then allows bacteria to grow. Making sure the pans 

are flushed out regularly and that antimicrobial tablets are placed in the pan, can prevent this from 

occurring. 

Internal Insulation – Insulation near the evaporator coil can also be a serious concern. This is because it 

can become wet when water is thrown off of the coil.  Wet insulation can grow mold, so we always look 

for discoloration or evidence of moisture on the internal insulation surfaces. 

There are other issues that can occur in air handler units depending on the design of the unit, but one 

benchmark is constant.  The regular maintenance of air handler units can prevent many of these 

concerns from occurring, and will certainly ensure that they are not the source of IAQ problems when 

occupants complain. 

The preceding comments are solely the opinions of the author and do not necessarily represent the views 

of ACAC.  
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Acoustical ceiling tiles are as common in commercial buildings as gypsum wallboard on the walls. 

While they do a great job providing a bright and consistent ceiling, they also raise concerns in tenant's 

minds when they become water stained. 

Water stained ceiling tiles can occur when small leaks happen in the above ceiling areas. The first 

evidence of a small leak is indicative of larger problems in the future and should be addressed quickly 

by property management. At the same time however, water damaged ceiling tiles should be replaced. 

I have walked through commercial buildings with stained ceiling tiles many times.  Occasionally, 

occupants ask whether there is mold growing on the surface of the stained tiles.  My response is always, 

“While mold could grow on the surface of that tile, it would have to be in response to a chronic water 

leak.  A simple water stained tile from a short-term leak usually won’t support mold.” 

What often happens is that the occupants are walking through the building and happened to look up at 

the ceiling. When they see a dark stain on the tile, they begin to worry about indoor air quality. 

I am a firm believer that “out of sight is out of mind,” and the simplest way to end this issue as a concern 

in the minds of building occupants is to simply replace the tile. 

Water damaged acoustical tiles will always happen. It is important that your staff understands that 

identifying and fixing the leak and then replacing the tiles will eliminate many occupant concerns for 

mold in the building. 

The preceding comments are solely the opinions of the author and do not necessarily represent the views 

of ACAC.  
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I used to read the comic strip Peanuts.  If you did too, you will remember the cloud of dust that followed 

Pigpen.  He carried his cloud with him.  We never actually saw where Pigpen’s dirt came from, but it 

would be interesting to know the source.  Many office environments have similar dust just waiting for 

some activity to make it airborne.  And when it does become airborne, complaints occur.  

Occasionally, building occupants will complain to management about excess dust on their work 

surfaces. They may even throw small pieces of paper or other debris on the carpeting as a challenge to 

see if the custodians are vacuuming the space. While these issues may seem minor at first, poor 

custodial services is a actually a much bigger issue that can impact IAQ. But we can't always blame the 

custodians. 

While walking through commercial buildings, we often see occupant spaces that are cluttered with 

papers, files, folders, and other documents.  It is also common to see boxes and piles of papers on the 

floor in some offices.  When this happens, custodians will not clean the office. 

Office areas that don't receive regular custodial attention can have very high levels of settled dust and 

debris on horizontal surfaces.  This includes desktops, file cabinets, and even carpeting.  That means that 

when someone comes into the office and drops a pile of papers on the desktop or other work surface, a 

large but invisible plume of dust becomes airborne.  Can this really happen?  You bet it can! 

I’ve done the math … er, science.  I have actually placed equipment in a complaint area for a week or 

more just to see what happens … and I can tell you this.  Laser particle counts collected in an occupied 

office over 7 to 10 days clearly show “explosive increases” of airborne dust particles during those times 

when the occupant is in the office.  This happens because the settled dust particles (in dirty offices) 

become disturbed when the occupant is working in their space.  Moreover, if there’s a meeting in there, 

whoa!  Watch out!  The levels are crazy high! 

Complaints about sneezing, coughing, itchy skin, itchy eyes, and occasional upper respiratory concerns 

can often be attributed to offices with high dust levels.  However, if the space is cluttered with papers, 

then it isn’t necessarily the custodians’ fault!  The space needs to be organized for the custodians to 

effectively clean and dust. 

The preceding comments are solely the opinions of the author and do not necessarily represent the views 

of ACAC.  
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The study of building science is one that has been ongoing in Europe for many years. Recently, North 

America has started looking at building science in the construction of new buildings. 

Building science is the study of construction techniques with the goal of improving insulating abilities, 

and managing the movement of moisture and heat into and out of the built environment. Simply put, 

building scientists consult on buildings before & during construction, and after they fail. 

For the past 16 years, I have attended the “Building Science Summer Camp” which is held annually in 

Westford, Massachusetts. This program, put on by one of the world's leaders in building science 

consulting, gives attendees the opportunity to learn about leading-edge construction materials and 

techniques, and to see examples of buildings that have failed. This kind of information has provided 

tremendous insight into the work that I do. 

Much of my work involves investigating building failures for the government. Occasionally, that work 

involves leased spaces.  A majority of the work, however, involves General Service Administration 

(GSA) owned buildings including U.. Court Houses, border crossing stations, national wildlife refuge 

buildings, FBI Facilities, Social Security Administration offices, and the like. Each style of building, and 

the age of the building, comes with its own unique challenges. 

Some of the most challenging building science work that I have done has been at Social Security 

Administration buildings. These buildings are usually freestanding office buildings of between 10,000 to 

20,000 ft.² each.  Often, the buildings are designed by different architects, for a variety of owners, 

always constructed by different contractors, and usually built by the lowest bidder.  That spells a recipe 

for disaster. 

A couple of years ago I was asked to check a freestanding Social Security Administration office in 

Alice, Texas.  The building was less than 6 months old and was already going through a mold 

remediation project.  Through the use of the building science techniques I’ve learned, I was able to 

determine that all brick walls had bad mortar joints, the drain cavity was filled with mortar slag, one-half 

of the windows were slanted in at the top, flashing at the perimeter of the roof was leaking, and the 

HVAC system depressurized the building (not pressurizing it).  Plus, the vapor retarder was located in 

the wrong location, trapping water vapor.  This all resulted in providing the rain and water vapor a 

pathway to the inside surface of the exterior walls (which were covered with vinyl wallpaper).  These 

weren’t incremental problems.  They were serious blunders causing nightmares for the tenants.  

Personally, I think it was a “low-bidder” job that was completed using untrained or unsupervised 

workers. 

Getting involved in evaluating building failures means that I need an entirely different set of analytical 

tools and equipment.  The expense, however, has been worth it!   

Knowing how buildings fail provides insight (on my client's behalf) for making sure the buildings work 

properly.  And if I can look at a building today, and anticipate a failure six months from now, I can 

advise my clients before it happens. That is always a good thing!  
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Carbon monoxide is one of those issues that we always look for in commercial buildings. It's the one 

that we seldom find though. That’s good, because finding it indoors could lead to a variety of health 

issues including confusion, dizziness, headaches, nausea, shortness of breath, plus a few others. 

In past years, when outside air was pulled from a loading dock and semi's were allowed to idle there, the 

indoor air of the building often experienced diesel fumes. People would complain about the diesel odors, 

without recognizing that they were also breathing carbon monoxide. Over the years, owners have 

dictated that engines not idle at loading docks, and buildings that pulled outside air from those areas 

have either turned off outdoor air units or routed the intake elsewhere. 

Occasionally though, we can still walk through an office building and find evidence of carbon 

monoxide. Often, it is present in the strangest places. One of the most common of those places may even 

be occurring in your building. 

Buildings (or tenants) that have conference or large meeting rooms will often bring in a hot breakfast or 

lunch for conference attendees. If they are providing a warm meal, that meal is likely kept warm using 

metal warming dishes with Sterno burners underneath. Experience has shown us that when Sterno is 

being used to keep buffet food warm, carbon monoxide gas will occur. There is not a large volume of it 

floating around the floor, just a small bit near the food. But if someone were to linger near the food for 

an extended period of time, they could experience a headache from the exposure. 

I'm not saying you should never have Sterno in your building. I know that electric hot plates are 

expensive and don’t work well. But I do think it is important to point out that when Sterno is used it will 

generate carbon monoxide at some level, and should therefore only be operated for the minimum 

amount of time required to keep the dishes warm.  

Walking through commercial office environments (especially all electric facilities) we have never seen 

spikes of carbon monoxide or elevated levels unless we were near an area where Sterno was being used. 

That's a good thing! 

The preceding comments are solely the opinions of the author and do not necessarily represent the views 

of ACAC.  
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It is impossible to talk about indoor air quality in a commercial building without discussing mold. Mold 

is one of those things that occurs in all kinds of indoor environments when there's excess water and it 

has a food source. As a commercial property manager, that tells you two things. One, don't let water 

leak. And two, when construction materials become saturated, they should be immediately dried or 

removed and replaced. 

In general terms, mold requires three things to grow. A surface conducive to growth (like gypsum 

wallboard, acoustical tile, or even wood products), oxygen, and moisture. Removing any one of those 

three can prevent the growth of mold. Since we are unlikely to remove the oxygen, it appears that you 

can remove either the moisture or the surface materials that support the growth of mold.  And of those 

two, the moisture is appears the easiest to anticipate. 

Experience has shown that it is much easier to address the potential for mold to occur before it does. 

When you do notice it though, you want to find out the source of the moisture.  Fixing or eliminating 

that source must be done before you choose to remove and repair the surfaces.  

In areas where you have large amounts of mold due to a plumbing leak or heavy rain, a full-blown 

remediation may be required.  Depending on what state you live in, remediation may be required when 

you have 10 ft.² or 25 ft.². Who can perform the remediation and how it is managed are also issues that 

are regulated by several states. 

In Texas, building owners and managers can address mold themselves as long as the affected areas is 

less than 25 ft.² of contiguous mold.  If the area affected is greater than 25 ft.², Texas law requires that a 

mold assessment consultant be hired.  The building owner also has to use a State-licensed remediator for 

removal. 

Mold remediation can be expensive to fix when it does occur.  For that reason alone, finding a moisture 

problem and fixing it before mold has a chance to grow, can save you time and money, as well as reduce 

tenant concerns and your liability. 

We simply say “find those leaks early, and mold won’t have a chance to grow!” 

The preceding comments are solely the opinions of the author and do not necessarily represent the views 

of ACAC.  
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Water leaks are something that naturally occur in commercial buildings. We don't want them to happen, 

but they do!  Just because it's wet however, does not mean you can simply clean it up!  Well, you can … 

and you can’t!  Here’s why. 

There are three categories of water defined by the Institute for Inspection and Cleaning Restoration 

Contractors.  These three categories have become an insurance industry (and liability) standard that 

every building manager should be aware of. 

Category one water is considered potable water.  Potable water is clean water that is safe to drink.  

When category one water leaks from a faucet or supply pipe in your building, the cleanup methods are 

simple. 

Category two water is considered gray water.  Category two water could have begun as potable water 

but may have a presence of urine or mild contaminants in it.  Again, the cleanup methods are relatively 

simple. 

Category three water is the one you should be most concerned with and is considered black water.  

Category three water is considered such because it can contain urine, feces, pesticides, fertilizers, insect 

and animal parts, and myriad other kinds of chemical or biological contaminants.  The cleanup methods 

for Category three water are critical. 

When category one water is ignored for several days, it can deteriorate and develop into category two 

water.  This implies that the water has become stagnant and is supporting the growth of some kind of 

bacteria.  Similarly, leaks of category two water that have gone unnoticed for 24 to 48 hours, can 

develop into category three water. 

The cleanup of category one and category two water is something that building staff should be able to do 

provided they take the proper precautionary procedures. The cleanup of category three water, however, 

requires specially trained staff using personal protective equipment (PPE) and specialized cleanup 

methods.  

Unfortunately, we often see property management companies directing the building’s engineers or 

custodians to take care of sewage overflows.  These staff don't wear PPE, have not had the proper 

training, and are taking on a tremendous risk to their personal health. 

The specialized training for Water Restoration Technicians (WRT) teaches students how to identify and 

deal with category three water.  The course also teaches attendees how to, determine moisture content of 

wet materials, use moisture meters, quickly dry flooded areas, and the important safety and health issues 

involving water spills.  This is exactly the kind of training that someone on your building staff needs 

whenever a water spill happens. 

Choosing to deal with category three water “the way we've always done it” can bring tremendous risks 

and liabilities that the building owner and manager should not accept.  That is why it is important for 

commercial property managers to have engineering staff or custodians who are trained, and understand 

the risks of dealing with category three water. 

http://www.baq1.com/


Visit the IICRC website (www.iicrc.org/)  to find local WRT training for dealing with this issue. 

The preceding comments are solely the opinions of the author and do not necessarily represent the views 

of ACAC.  
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Building Air Quality does a lot of proactive IAQ surveys of commercial buildings.  During the proactive 

surveys, we look at the maintenance and operations of a building’s mechanical systems while we collect 

background IAQ readings and measurements.  We also walk tenant spaces.  As we walk the tenant 

spaces, we often look for the kinds of issues that can affect air quality, but which are controlled by 

building occupants.  Yes, building occupants can really impact IAQ in your building.  If you’ve ever 

wondered how consider this. 

Many occupants bring personal plants in to brighten up their workspaces.  Occasionally, these plants are 

poorly cared for (over or under watered).  Over watering plants can lead to mold growth on plant soil.  

This is never good.  Under watering plants is also never good.  As plants die, they release pollen spores, 

which can affect occupants with allergies or asthma.  And if a plant dies, it could begin to attract insects.  

That’s just plain negligence! 

A recent trend has been for occupants who over water their plants, to place folded paper towels (from 

the kitchen or restroom) under the potted plant.  Now, when they over water the plant, the paper towel 

absorbs the excess moisture.  Unfortunately, paper towels are an excellent growth medium for the 

development of mold.  This means that an occupant who routinely over waters their plants (and uses 

paper towels underneath), could be creating a source of mold in the indoor environment. 

We recently responded to a tenant complaint voiced by someone with allergies to mold.  She reacted 

very badly when filing papers in some low lateral file cabinets.  After some searching, we found that the 

large potted plants sitting on top of the lateral file cabinet had paper towels underneath them.  As we 

moved each potted plant to one side, we saw a very distinct round, black-colored ring where the bottom 

of the pot had been.  This was an area about 10” in diameter that was full of black-colored mold.  And 

there were 4 plants total with these paper towels in place.  The mold grew because the paper towels had 

been very wet for a very long time and the mold that grew there was causing the worker to react. 

Is always important to remind occupants that indoor air quality is a shared responsibility. Giving them 

some guidance on what they should and should not be doing within their space, will help you manage 

indoor air quality throughout your building before problems occur. 

The preceding comments are solely the opinions of the author and do not necessarily represent the views 

of ACAC.  
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We were called by a client several years ago to help find an unusual odor.  It seems that the receptionist 

on the 13th floor was complaining about a “chemical-like” odor that permeated the floor two or 3 times 

every week.  As the receptionist, the complainant had an opportunity to talk with everyone who came to 

the floor.  Just by asking them if they smelled “that offensive odor” she encouraged others on the floor 

to complain about IAQ.  She even asked one of her company’s mechanics who was visiting, about the 

odor, and he told her “You are probably smelling anti-freeze.  That’s something that should never be in a 

commercial office building.”  That angered her and she became even more vocal! 

In response to this complaint, we did our usual investigation.  This involved looking at the HVAC 

systems, reviewing outside air deliveries, checking custodial chemicals, and collecting background 

readings of general air quality.  Nothing unusual came up. 

While we were doing our investigation, the HSE (health, safety & environmental) department for the 

tenant was running their own investigation.  Our fees weren’t too high, but the HSE department ran 

some expensive testing for volatile organic compounds.  After 2 weeks, all lab analyses were received, 

and they also showed “no problem found.”  That didn’t stop her from complaining. 

In an attempt to channel her concerns, I recommended that she call my cell phone the next time she 

sensed the odor.  I would then rush to the building trying to smell the odor and identify the source before 

it went away.  I still remember the final day of this investigation when she placed her call. 

She called me one morning at 10:15 am.  She said the odor was terrible.  She sounded sick.  She could 

barely talk.  And I rushed to the building.  I arrived and was finally able to smell the “sweet, sticky, 

odor” that she had described.  I quickly walked around the floor looking for areas where the odor was 

strongest.  As I did, I came across one young woman in a cubicle that was just getting up from her chair 

and heading to the kitchen.  She was carrying a dirty bowl.  I asked if I could smell the bowl, and after 

her strange look, she agreed to let me.  It did smell sweet!  Maybe this was it. 

I carefully took the bowl over to a doorway near the receptionist.  I cracked the door open a bit, and 

asked the receptionist to smell the air.  I then passed my open hand over the bowl, sending the odors to 

her side of the door.  “That’s it!” she screamed.  “You’ve found it!”  I quickly closed the door and 

grabbed the HSE manager, and the building manager.  I then explained what we’d found. 

The young woman that I met in the cubicle area had warmed up her maple-flavored oatmeal breakfast at 

10:10 that day when she took her break.  Moreover, she had done the same thing twice this week, and 3 

times last week.  Each of the days when she ate her breakfast correlated to the receptionist’s complaints.  

All I can say is wow! 

Since that time, I have had one other instance of Maple-flavored oatmeal breakfast cereal causing 

complaints about odors in a building.  Now however, I know the source. 

I always say that it is important to remind occupants that indoor air quality is a shared responsibility.  

Give them some guidance on what they should and should not be doing within their space.  Show them 

how easily they can cause an IAQ concern and how easy it is to avoid one.  But for heaven’s sake, don’t 

provide them any maple-flavored oatmeal! 
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Several years ago I was investigating an IAQ complaint for the Vice President of Transportation for a 

large oil company.  The complaint involved throat and sinus irritation when the VP sat in his office for 

more than 30 minutes.  And this guy spent most of his day in his office, which meant he had problems 

most of the day. 

We did our normal review of the HVAC systems, custodial issues, airborne particle levels, and 

interviews with the complainant.  Because of his symptoms, we also suggested collecting some air 

samples.  Amazingly, the laboratory’s analysis of the air samples indicated that there was an unusual 

bacteria present in the office.  They further reported that this bacteria was usually found on the skin of 

dead animals.  Uh oh!  I got a ladder and spent an hour looking above the ceilings, down the walls, and 

under furniture, looking for that little critter.  But, I had no luck!  Finally I resigned to tell the occupant 

that there wasn’t a dead animal in sight. 

As I stood in front of his desk, I started to explain the results.  It was then, that I noticed he had a large 

stuffed duck on the credenza directly behind him.  Moreover, that duck was looking right … at … me! 

I asked the VP how long the duck had been there and how often it was cleaned or dusted.  He responded 

with “at least 10 years,” and that the custodians regularly clean it for him (or so he thought).  Well, that 

wasn’t the case. 

We collected samples from the duck feathers and confirmed that the bacteria the lab reported was 

growing on his taxidermied trophy.  That was the first – but not the last – time we have seen stuffed 

animals causing problems.  (And yes, the eyes were really spooky!) 

Building Air Quality does a lot of proactive IAQ surveys of commercial buildings.  As we walk the 

tenant spaces, we often look for the kinds of issues that can affect air quality, but which are controlled 

by building occupants.  And you’d better believe that we make a note of those pesky taxidermied 

animals now! 

We also routinely ask tenants how often the custodians clean their mounts.  We know the answer.  Most 

times though, the occupants don’t.  They are genuinely surprised when we lightly pass a finger or palm 

over the fur or feathers, only to come back with a thick coating of dust.  Probably years of dust!  And we 

have learned that the presence of this dust can encourage the growth of bacteria on the skin or fur.  This 

bacteria can (and has) had an impact on occupants when it occurs on a stuffed animal in their space.  It 

can have an impact on your tenants too! The unique recertification code for this document is 385330. 

Property management must remind tenants that it is their responsibility to clean these kinds of items.  If 

occupants cannot keep them clean, then the stuffed animal should be removed from the building. 

The preceding comments are solely the opinions of the author and do not necessarily represent the views 

of ACAC.  
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We are often asked whether air duct cleaning it is a valuable service in commercial buildings. Our 

discussion often goes like this. What kind of questions are you hearing? Are the tenants reporting odors? 

Are people complaining about air quality? Are you seeing unexplained dust & debris on desktops? 

Older office buildings often have internally insulated ductwork.  If this ductwork becomes dirty or 

contaminated with mold, it can become a source of odors, particles and debris on desktops, and indoor 

air quality complaints. Cleaning the inside surface of lined ductwork, however, is a difficult process.  On 

the one hand, duct cleaners need to be able to effectively clean the surfaces but need to make sure that 

they are not damaging the internal liner. 

We've can recount one situation where large sections of the duct system were contaminated with mold.  

In this instance, building engineers helped us remove a flex duct connected to the main trunk, allowing 

us to place a digital camera into the ductwork.  The photos we collected showed discoloration on the 

interior surface of the ductwork.  This was enough to establish that mold or other contamination was 

present.  Defining the scope of this problem using digital cameras and in-house maintenance staff was 

the preferred method versus allowing an air duct-cleaning contractor to create the scope.  They have a 

vested interest in you having the work done! 

In this instance, cleaning the ductwork required brushing with soft brushes, vacuuming with HEPA 

vacuums, and encapsulating with an antimicrobial paint.  Not only did the process remove almost 100 

percent of the mold present on the inside of the ductwork, but it "locked down" any loose fibers from the 

insulation.  This ensured us that fibers and dusts were not going to be causing problems for occupants 

later on.  The cleaning of this ductwork resulted in a fresher smell, less dust and fibers (falling onto 

tenant desktops), and a happier tenant. 

Cleaning ductwork that is externally insulated is much easier.  In these instances, a brush can be run 

through the duct system to agitate any settled dust or debris.  A large vacuum attached to the duct system 

will then pull the dust and debris to be filtered out.  No retreatment or encapsulating of the duct system 

is usually necessary. 

Cleaning air-conditioning duct systems is an expensive process. Make sure that you go into this 

understanding the costs and the risks associated with the work. 

The preceding comments are solely the opinions of the author and do not necessarily represent the views 

of ACAC.  
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